THANK YOU


to all the generous investors,
donors, partners, and friends who
supported our work
FishCat.org

2020 ANNUAL REPORT

Thank you f rom Fishing Cat Conservancy!

Srikanth Mannepuri for FishCat.org

Dear FishCat Investor,



Despite the pandemic, we established our first Earth Camp and a 30-acre
Nature Reserve, restructured the FishCat conservation model, created 5 new
contract-based jobs, and set up a system for land partner incentives. We put
this on FishCat.org so you get to see exactly how we put your money to use.



A big thank you to all who stood by us during the tough year of 2020 — we
feel we survived the worst — and are now looking forward to the growth of
our conservation actions in both India and Sri Lanka.
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Sustainability Camps

Ashwin Naidu for FishCat.org

We spent the last three months building relationships and sourcing local
materials to establish our first solar-powered sustainable Earth Camp in
coastal Andhra, India.


100+ citizens have already camped here, immersing themselves in
conservation actions to protect native species and restore the surrounding
coastal + mangrove ecosystems.



Thanks to your support, we're closer to our goal of solidifying partnerships
with local landowners to restore at least 150+ acres in the region and lead
carbon-negative livelihoods.



I invite you to visit our camp and follow our social media updates from the
field to see your investment at work.



Ashwin Naidu

Co-founder + CEO
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Partnerships

Ashwin Naidu for FishCat.org

Your investments helped us initiate long-term partnerships with

landowners and farmers in India, Sri Lanka, and the United States.



After our first Earth Camp, we have been working with our partners based
on renewable incentive contracts to reforest their own lands with native
species 



This model can help us create more wildlife habitats and prospects for
sustainable harvest of forest products. We also plan to establish these
partner lands as mini carbon sinks and nature reserves that anyone can
adopt — this can further incentivize employment in conservation and bring
about carbon-negative livelihoods.



While we are working hard to develop this idea, so we wanted to thank you
with a personal note for your support and for being such an integral part of
our mission.
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Nature Reserves

Destiny Saucedo for FishCat.org

YtheouFishCat
are helping us establish our first community-managed nature reserve,
Nature Reserve in Andhra Pradesh, India.




Our Nature Reserves model incentivizes farmers, landowners, and village
community partners to reforest their lands and pursue conservation as a
sustainable livelihood. We envision these reserves will create many new
conservation jobs. 



TED Ideas recently featured FishCat’s actions and plans — author Karen Eng
highlights the ecological and economic value of mangroves
Each campaign is unique and links to the partner lands we are working to
restore and transform into nature reserves. With your purchase, you are
helping adopt these ecosystems, create conservation jobs, and offset your
carbon footprint
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Ecological & Economic Sustainability

You’ve seen our progress over the years, but it hasn’t

always been smooth sailing. Since 2015, we failed to sustain
many of our projects, but we stuck to our goals and kept
moving forward toward our mission of sustainability. We
began with a project to discover and protect fishing cats,
and now we’ve evolved into an organization that employs
people to restore whole ecosystems 



At FishCat, it’s always Day 1 for us, and we are constantly
experimenting with our collective ideas — innovation is
always at the top of our minds. In this talk, we open up on
the idea of how ecological sustainability needs to go
hand-in-hand with economic sustainability.
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Ecological & Economic Sustainability

Destiny Saucedo for FishCat.org

Acontribution
s investors of FishCat, we can never thank you enough for your
to our mission. More importantly, we’re excited to show you our
progress on the ground. This year we opened up our eyes to the possibilities
and products of interdisciplinary collaboration — some of this is what you
see on FishCat.org. After the pandemic subsides, we hope you can visit our
first Nature Reserve in India and one of our partner lands, the Gal Oya Lodge
in Sri Lanka 



Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Instagram can only go so far. We would love
to have you visit and participate in our conservation work on the farms that
we are restoring to wildlife habitats. We want our local land partners to host
and share their life with you. We want you to gain first-hand experience of
our work in the field and the importance of our mission to protect these vital
ecosystems 



Feel free to write, join, and critique our conservation efforts — tell us what is
on your mind. We would love to hear from you and implement your ideas 



For now, we’ll leave you with “Pora Beach” — a song composed remotely by
the band ManaKarma (Nitin, Sumantu, and Ashwin) after their 2020 Earth
Camp Experience on the FishCat Nature Reserve, which is near the
Gachakayala Pora village in India. Here’s wishing you a very happy holiday
season and new year in advance! ️
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A letter from Natalie

Home page of FishCat.org

Natalie Palmer joined as Executive Assistant for FishCat in October. She

came to us with an education in international relations and her interest in
working for global nonprofit organizations. Here is a message from her:


We hope you are staying safe in these uncertain times. Thank you on behalf
of the FishCat team for all your dedication and support of our work in India,
Sri Lanka, and the US. 


Now, more than ever, people have gained an appreciation for nature and its
value to people. We hope to garner this enthusiasm and continue to build
our network with committed investors like you. Thank you once again for all
your support!
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Financial Statement

Statement of Revenue and Expenses
CALENDAR YEAR ENDING 2020

2020 TOTAL REVENUE

Revenue
Donor Contributions

EIDL and PPP
Grants 11.4%

EIDL and PP Grants
Total Revenue

$57,862
$7,479
$65,341

Expenses
Conservation Actions

o o Contributions
88.
D n r
6%

$62,869

Administration

$4,045

Total Expenses

$66,914

Change in Net Assets

+$1,573

Statement of Financial Position
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2020

2020 TOTAL EXPENSES
Conservation
Actions 94.0%

Assets
Unrestricted Cash and Equivalents

$5,695

Recievable from PPP Overpayment

$3,020

Infrastructure

$10,890

Total Assets

$19,605

Liabilities and Net Assets

Administration
6%

Accounts Payable and Accrued Liabilities

$0

Beginning Assets

$21,177

Change in Net Assets

+$1,573

Total Liabilities and Net Assets

$19,605

990N
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Join us in our Earth Camp Expeditions!

Donate
@fishcatorg
@FishCat.org
@fishcatorg

fishingcat

conservancy
@fishing-catconservancy

General Questions
info@fishcat.org

Media Inquiries
natalie@fishcat.org

https://fishcat.org/
© 2020 FishCat.org and FishCat are trade names of the Fishing Cat Conservancy Inc, a US-based 501c3 non-profit org. EIN/Tax ID 81-0894559
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